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Identity
Who are you as a department and program? Whom do you serve? What are your plan and
purpose?

H ISTORY

AND C ONTEXT
The Art Department serves a wide range of clientele, following the mission of Mohave Community College. We
serve traditional university transfer students to students looking to pursue nontraditional career paths, such as
tattoo artists, small business owners, fine art and craft artists, as well as local artists and non-degree seeking
students searching for a higher level of learning than the Community Education courses offer.

The Art department began as a jewelry and lapidary career path with supporting foundation and community
education courses. It evolved into an art transfer degree (AA Art) to the Arizona Universities, in tandem with
community education courses. Using this combined educational system in connection with the growth of our
communities, the Art department had high completion rates along with a profit margin (See Appendix H). The Art
Department started to have enrollment issues when ART courses could no longer be repeated indefinitely
eliminating many community education students from the credit enrollment. In the Fall of 2013 we launched the
AA Art: Visual Communication degree pathway. In process is a proposed Art Business Certificate and a series of
courses targeting the non-degree seeking student in our communities. The most recent program/accreditation
review was in April 2016.

Program Elements and Resources

How are you achieving your plan and purpose? How effectively are elements and resources
being used?

A. A CADEMIC P ROGRAM

1. Program Student Learning Outcomes

a. State the Program Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) as they exist on the degree Guided Pathway
(Appendix A).

Program Name: Art, AA Program Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs):

1. Apply basic design elements and principles to original and expressive works of art. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
2. Apply the history of art to original and expressive works of art. (1, 2, 3, 4)
3. Produce works of art in a variety of media. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
4. Produce a professional portfolio. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

Program Name: Art, Visual Communications, AA

Program Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs):

1. Apply the basic concepts of semiotics to visual communications. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
2. Apply basic design elements, applications, and principles to visual communications. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
3. Apply the history of art and visual communications to a variety of media.(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
4. Produce works of visual communications in a variety of media. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
5. Produce a professional portfolio. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
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Changes in the last 4 years:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

The addition of several studio ART courses in the AGEC-A Core in the Arts and Humanities section that
will be beneficial to our enrollment numbers and strengthen the college’s commitment to the General
Education Philosophies. All of these Philosophies, Aesthetic Sensibilities, Communication skills, Critical
Thinking Skills and Problem-Solving, Cultural Diversity and Global Awareness, Techniques of Inquiry,
and Technological Competency, are an integral part of all studio art courses.
The proposal of a new Art Business Certificate designed to attract students and local artists who are
interested in going into business for themselves or as a way to market their talents to a broader
worldwide, online audience. This certificate has the potential to attract art and craft merchants, culinary
entrepreneurs, musicians, graphic designers, furniture designers, fashion designers, tattoo artists, etc.,
basically anyone who wants to sell work or market themselves for just about anything. The course
offerings selected will give anyone the tools to start their own business without having to pay someone
to create their business and marketing plans, marketing materials, bookkeeping materials and a
professional looking web site to sell their skills or work.
With the recent addition of ART 099A Exploration courses, we started to bring back our non-degree
seeking adult learners interested in a higher level of rigor than the Community Education courses. This
increase may be reflected in the increase in the unduplicated student head count from Fall 2016 17(Appendix C).
Because of the gradual increase in enrollment in the ART 099A courses, we have proposed a new set of
courses designed to be more specific. These new courses would facilitate easy enrollment for our nondegree seeking students rather than needing to be instructed by an MCC employee which 099A course
to sign up for. We believe these courses will be one strategy to bring the Art Department back into the
profit side of the budget as in the past (Appendix H).
The change in the AA: Art degree with the simplification of the elective art courses from a “list” to “any”
ART course 100 level or above, allows for more flexibility for students and fewer degree modifications.
The move to OER courses include both of the World Art History courses saving these students hundreds
of dollars in textbook costs.
Changes were made to keep transferability of courses to the Arizona Universities with as many one-toone transfers as possible and keeping them equivalent in content, scope, and sequence of the first two
years of a BFA or BA in ART.
Maintenance of outstanding equipment and facilities emphasizing safety, variety of media, and the
inclusion of current and appropriate technology.
Shift from MSDS to SDS and the new labeling protocol for all art related chemicals.
Incorporation of new software and technologies into the process of creating art especially in Design I
and the Visual Communication courses.

SLO Effectiveness:
• SLO are relevant to all of our degree and non-degree seeking students, students going into small
business for themselves, or preparing for transfer to a university or art college.

Communication of SLO:
• These expectations are communicated to students outside the catalog and Guided Pathway through the
syllabus, lectures, exams, demonstrations, exercises, hands-on projects, class and small group
discussions that target these areas.
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Program SLO alignment to General Education Philosophies:
• The Art and Visual Communication Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) align to the Gen Ed Philosophies
in all areas, Aesthetic Sensibilities, Communication skills, Critical Thinking Skills and Problem-Solving,
Cultural Diversity and Global Awareness, Techniques of Inquiry, and Technological Competency.
• In studio art courses, the portfolio is the tool to assess the expected levels. Each course progressively
building the portfolio in preparation for the job market or portfolio reviews at the Universities and Art
Colleges.
• The assessment tool in the lecture courses tracks student’s identification of periods and styles along
with a term paper to assess fundamental knowledge of the interrelationships and influences of society,
culture, tradition, content, style and technique.

b. Review degree Program Goal Map (Appendix B). Analyze any patterns, imbalances, or gaps. Evaluate the SLOs
in the context of the curriculum, assessment planning, and the student experience. Are there any specific
revisions that can be made to strengthen your Program SLOs?
•
•

As these Program Goal “Maps” were created last week it’s hard to tell if there are any imbalances or
gaps.
There is always room for revisions to strengthen Program SLO’s.

2. Curriculum

a. Summarize the program degree requirements as published in the current catalog.
• The relationship between major and GE courses is located in the two World Art History courses in the
AGEC-A that are a required part to the core curriculum for both the Art and Visual Communication
degrees. COM 100 is also a requirement for the Visual Communication degree.
• Both programs have some flexibility of courses for 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional offerings as well
as elective credits.
• By following the matrix courses have been offered in the proper sequence. Due to low enrollment and
the canceling of some courses, we occasionally use Independent study to assure our students can
graduate on time.
• ART course curriculum transfers to all of the Arizona colleges and universities who offer similar
programs with almost the same requirements.

b. Describe any significant changes made to the curriculum since the previous program review:
• Changes to existing curriculum, practices or course design since the previous program review in April
2016 included updates in technology use in the classroom plus desktop computers and projectors in
most of the studio art classrooms and the increase in creating digital portfolios as part of the
curriculum for all art degree students. This has been very successful noted in the increase in
professionalism with student presentations and websites that are an integral part of the portfolio
review now required at all the Arizona universities as well as all art colleges.
• The Art Department increased the use of Zoom technology in order to help courses make by combining
enrollment from all the campuses. This has been very successful as evidenced by several sections
meeting the minimum enrollment with the combined campuses.

c. What process does the department use to revise and update curricular content?
• The process the department uses to revise, update, and assure currency in curricular content and
course documents, combines communication between MCC Resident and Associate Faculty, ATF
meetings, and the university curriculum to assure one-to-one transferability in most cases.
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•

Course alignment is aided by the sharing of course materials and active mentorships between Resident,
Associate and Dual Enrollment Faculty.

3. Co-Curriculum

Describe any significant co-curricular opportunities for students in the major. How do these opportunities
support student learning in the curriculum?

•
•

The proposed Art business Certificate is a co-curricular certificate combining CIS, BUS, ACC and ART
courses.
Co-curricular opportunities for students in the major are standard when advising students. For
example, a student interested into going into Art therapy would be advised to take psychology as part
of their program or getting a dual degree in both art and psychology. Another example is advising our
Visual Communication students to also get a CIS certificate in Computer Graphics and Web Design to give
them an advantage in applying to technical art schools or a university.

B. F ACULTY

Does the department assess and plan for the need for future faculty hires? What kind of challenges has the
department faced in terms of recruitment, hiring, and retention? Describe the department’s projected
faculty hiring needs within the next four years. Reflecting on the teaching contributions, scholarship,
service, and areas of expertise of the current faculty how well are the overall needs of the program being
met?
•

•
•
•

•

Future faculty hires are important with this multi-campus college. At least one Resident faculty on each
of the southern campuses is imperative to facilitate marketing, recruiting and retention.
It is difficult to find and retain well-qualified associate faculty to teach studio courses. Qualified
associate faculty help with retention and enrollment and add to the diversity of the program.
The Visual Communication program is in need of expansion into motion graphics, animation, and film.
Educating our communities about the increasing numbers of careers in art (Appendix I) is needed. The
efforts of faculty have not been very successful in this area. Any career in the arts starts with a very
similar group of courses offered at Mohave Community College. This has been an uphill battle. Perhaps
certificates in some of these fields would make them more visible as well as a stronger marketing and
advertising campaign.
Faculty and student videos on the MCC web site have been beneficial for the Bullhead City campus
enrollment.

• D EPARTMENT A DMINISTRATION

1. Describe the structure of administration within the department, including how leadership is selected and
length of term. How does the department plan for succession?
•

The structure of administration within the department has been informal. We have been sharing many
of the responsibilities, frequently helping each other out and stepping up to the plate when one of us
falls through the cracks. We revisit the selection for Lead Faculty every 2 years.

2. What are some current key priorities of the director/lead? What other administrative duties require
significant attention or time? What kind of assign time is used for administrative duties for other faculty in
the department (e.g., scheduling, assessment, etc.)?
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•

•

Scheduling is the responsibly of Resident Faculty on each campus. Curriculum is divided equally
between the Resident Faculty occasionally using Associate Faculty in areas outside our expertise.
Communication is paramount.
Lead faculty take the brunt of the report writing and data collection frequently needing weekend time
to complete as the majority of the week is devoted to students and teaching duties.

C. F ACILITIES , E QUIPMENT ,
1. Facilities

AND I NFORMATION

R ESOURCES

a. Describe any specialized facilities of the program. Do these facilities meet the current needs of the
program? Describe any proposed changes and improvements to resources.
•
•

The art department has very specialized facilities designed for studio art courses.
One of the large gas kilns on the BHC campus is in need of replacement if there are enrollment
increases due to the inclusion of ceramics and sculpture in the AGEC-A core.

b. Describe any departmental sustainability efforts in regards to facilities or equipment.
•
•

Continued maintenance of art equipment is the responsibility of the art faculty in most cases.
Art department Work-study’s are an integral part of the maintenance of the facility, safety protocols
and equipment.

2. Equipment, Technology, and Information Resources

a. Does the current equipment and technology meet program needs? What plans or funds exist for
obtaining new resources, maintenance, repair, and replacement? Provide a ranked list of high-priority
equipment needs.

1. As new capital equipment, one of the large gas kilns on the BHC campus is in need of
replacement if there are enrollment increases due to the inclusion of ceramics and sculpture in
the AGEC-A core.
2. Some studio furniture is in need of replacement.

b. Describe key information and technology resources — books, journals, databases, etc. — used by the
program. Do the resources meet program needs? Provide a ranked list of high-priority informationresource needs.
1. The current Adobe Creative Cloud (Photoshop, Illustrator, Dreamweaver etc.) is needed for
Design I, Photography, and the Visual Communication program.

c. What is the role of the library in relation to your program? To what extent does your faculty interface
with library faculty, CELT, IT?

1. The library, and its staff, are an integral part of both the studio art and World Art History
courses for research, presentation and report writing, and inspiration.
2. CELT and IT are needed on a regular basis. The printers and equipment along with the Mac lab
is an important aspect of the Visual Communications program as it is the industry standard
across the nation for careers in the computer arts.

D. B UDGET

a. Provide a summary of total budget revenues and program expenditures (salaries, benefits, operating
expenses) for the last 2-3 years as available (Appendix C). Describe any significant increases or
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decreases in the cost of the program over the review period, noting factors that may be influencing
costs. Include copies of annual budgets, as available.
•

•
•
•

The slight increases in tuition and course fees from Fall 2016-17 reflect the slight increases in
enrolment in the Art Department (Appendix C).
o From fall 2015-16 tuition revenues dropped $5,589.00
o From fall 2016-17 tuition revenues increased $729.00
o From fall 2015-16 course fee revenues dropped $1,620.00
o From fall 2016-17 course fee revenues increased $150.00
Overall revenues continued to drop from Fall 2015-17 due to the reduction in State Allocations
shifting form 22% in 2015 to 18% in 2017 (Appendix C).
The profit margin continued to drop from -51.7% Fall 2015 to -63.0% Fall 2016 but recovered 5.1%
in Fall 2017 to -57.9% (Appendix C).
Factors that may be influencing costs are salary (and benefit) increases for Resident and Associate
Faculty, especially two instructors with 25 plus years. Another factor might be that in the Fall 2017
Resident Faculty, who usually teach Humanities and/or Cinema, picked up studio art sections
traditionally taught by Associate Faculty due to HR credentialing factors (HLC compliance).
Illustrated by the significant increase in Resident Faculty and decrease in Associate Faculty hours,
sections, enrollment, and unduplicated student count. (Appendix C).

b. How are decisions about program funding and expenditures made? Describe your department budget
process and engagement of faculty in that process.
•

Resident Faculty discussions with Associate Faculty facilitate decisions about course fees as well as
consumable and non- consumable purchases, typically by campus as each facility is different, has
different needs and enrollment numbers.

E. S UMMARY
•
•

•
•

•

AND

R EFLECTION

What are the major findings of from the Program Elements and Resources? What improvements might
they inspire?

If there are enrollment increases due to the inclusion of ceramics and sculpture in the AGEC-A core, one
of the large gas kilns on the BHC campus is in need of replacement.
For budgetary reasons we suggest combining the credit and Community Education departments into
one department again with one budget. This could bring the art department back into the “black” as in
the past (Appendix H). Separated you are paying multiple salaries to manage two departments rather
than just one Resident Faculty member managing both on each of the southern campuses. This could
solve several budget issues as well and would eliminate duplication of purchases.
Rather than increasing course fees, which might reduce enrollment, we should provide fewer
consumables in the classroom.
The Art Department faculty visibility on the MCC website have been beneficial for enrollment. It would
be great to expand it to include all three Resident faculty members as well as students form all four
campuses.
The entire list of career possibilities in art and design should be made available and prominent on the
ART department website (Appendix I).
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Program Effectiveness
How Well Do You Achieve Your Plan and Purpose?

S TUDENT L EARNING A SSESSMENT

1. Assessment Overview

a. Provide an overview of your program-level assessment efforts (see program goal map for courses
program level assessment occurs) during the last four years. How comprehensive were your
assessment efforts? Can you state with confidence that your graduates are achieving the Program SLOs
at the expected levels?
•

•

In 2015 the ART/HUM Department recognized that a more detailed and specific measure of student
learning was needed in order to provide faculty with a tool to apprehend exactly where learning
was taking place and where instruction seemed effective or deficient. We have sought in this
assessment, to drill down for more detailed information in order to have a more effective means to
improve student learning and instruction. In alignment with our intended goals and competencies,
we have focused on identification of individual periods (styles) of art, and a comparison/contrast
essay in which students were prompted to identify each of two images listing influences from past
artistic traditions, and the characteristics of styles that support their claims.
Fifty Students are represented from four sections of ART 230 in this assessment. A wide range of
students participated in this assessment. Data is from two on-ground sections, one hybrid section,
and one online section. The results indicate that the majority of the students are successfully
learning to recognize specific key works of art and the characteristics of styles that indicate specific
periods. ART 230, Survey of World Art II is a writing intensive course. Writing remains to be
challenging for many students and the results of the assessment seem to indicate this.
Nevertheless, the assessment shows that students achieved an overall average of eighty-four
percent, just one point away from ("met") across the college, while two sections averaged eightyeight percent, well within the department established performance goal.

2. Assessment Efforts

Describe your Cycle of Learning assessment efforts. Include your 4-year assessment plan in (Appendix
D). If you submitted Cycle of Learning assessment reports, include the in Impact on Student Learning
and Action Plan for each in Appendix E. (Copies can be found in the Schoology Curriculum and
Assessment group resources). Generally consider the following questions:
•

•

Student learning outcomes have been addressed in ART 130 and ART 230 measuring the extent to
which students have met the competency, “Experience the creative products of humanity.” ART
230 will continue to measure the Aesthetic Sensibilities outcome. Modification of the assessment
report will provide more specific detail for analysis and application to determine strengths and
weaknesses of instruction and learning in these courses with the intention of improved
effectiveness.
The department had set the goal of improving the level of participation in the assessment
instrument. This goal has been met with full participation in the cycle of learning. Each section of
ART 130 submitted data in Fall, 2015. In 2013 an additional resident faculty position was added to
facilitate the art department on the Kingman campus and to instruct the new Visual
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Communications degree classes. This met the department’s goal of strengthening the Kingman
campus program and adding Visual Communications to the curriculum.

1. Which General Education Philosophy(s) did the assessment address?
o The General Education Philosophys the assessment addressed were the “Experience the
creative products of humanity” and “Aesthetic Sensibilities.”

2. When and where in the curriculum did the assessment take place?
o The Art/Humanities department determined to create both an objective quiz and a
compare/contrast essay to assess how well World Art History students could recognize
specific examples of art in terms of style, period, culture, iconography, purpose, and
historical context. Both would take place between the midterm and the end of the semester.
3. What form did the assessment take?
o Recognition of iconic works of art and the ability to analyze and communicate their specific
qualities indicates an attainment of our General Education Competency, “Recognize and
identify a variety of styles and works of art produced by different cultures.” Attainment of
the chosen competency requires accurate identification of works of art as well as the
application and analysis of specific qualities. Due to this we chose to create an evaluation
instrument that uses objective questions as well as an essay in which images not presented
in class were given for identification based on a well-reasoned analysis of specific visually
apparent qualities to be observed in the images shown.
o Objective 5.1 Students will identify major artistic styles and periods.
o Students will identify the title, and culture/period, of 20 works of art representing a variety
of western and non-western artistic expressions ranging from the Renaissance to the
present.
o Objective 5.3 Students will identify artistic influences from past artistic traditions listing
reasons that support the claim.
o Students will also write a five-hundred word essay that will identify, compare and
contrast two different given works of art in terms of cultural/historical context, style,
purpose, and iconography.

4. What were the results of the assessment? Did students meet expected levels of performance?
o Three ART 130 classes reported results. All were on-ground sections, totaling 41 students.
Of these, 90% “Met” the assessment goal, 7% “Met with Concerns,” and 2% were scored as
“Not Met.” There was no data collected from on-line sections so no comparison of course
delivery modalities is presented here.
5. How were the results used to improve the degree program?
o The department had set the goal of improving the level of participation in the assessment
instrument including the online sections to compare the results from the different
modalities making adjustments as needed.

3. Writing Across the Curriculum

Describe your Writing Across the Curriculum assessment efforts. Include your WAC data worksheets in
Appendix F. (located in the Schoology Curriculum and Assessment group resources). In each case,
consider the following questions:
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•
•
•

The assessment takes place between midterm and the final for collection at the end of each
semester
Term papers are the unit of measure for the WAC courses
Most students met the expected levels of performance?

Assessment Planning

a. Draft or revise the program assessment plan for the next four years, drawing on the Program SLOs and
their mapping to the curricula on the Program Goal Map. Include this plan in Appendix G. If you don’t
have a current plan, contact the Director of Assessment and Curriculum for a template. Will the draft
plan allow you to state with confidence that your graduates are achieving the Program SLOs at the
expected levels?

b. To achieve your assessment plan, the department may need to develop greater assessment capacity.
Describe any support or training that will help your faculty and staff to carry out the plan successfully.
What is the departments’ or colleges’ appropriate role in providing these opportunities for professional
development?

S TUDENT S UCCESS : E NROLLMENT , P ERSISTENCE ,

1. Enrollment

AND

G RADUATION

a. Analyze trends in enrollment data for each of the last four academic years (Appendix C). How does the
student enrollment in your program compare the college enrollment? How does the quality of students
enrolled (in looking at GPA, SAT, placement exam scores) compare to that of the college and university?
Is the program enrolling the number and quality of students desired?
•

•
•
•
•

Unduplicated headcount significantly decreased Fall 2015 to Fall 2016 by 28 students (from 178 to
150) increasing slightly in Fall 2017 by 8 students up to 158 (Appendix C). We are anticipating that the
new Art Business Certificate and the new zero level courses will help to continue this upward trend
Duplicated headcount decreased from Fall 2015 to Fall 2016 by 26 section enrollments holding steady
by staying the same for Fall 2017 (Appendix C).
Total credit hours decreased from Fall 2015 to Fall 2016 by 78 staying the same for Fall 2017
(Appendix C).
After the dip in enrollment from 2015-16 the Art Department seems to be holding steady with a slight
upward trend.
In order to increase enrollment the Art Department needs to focus on stronger marketing strategies
targeting more specific career paths (Appendix I) as well as continuing to recruit the non-degree
seeking student populations looking for a focus on learning rather than a social gathering.

2. Transfer Students – no data included in Appendix C to use for this section

Analyze trends in transfer student enrollment data for each of the last four academic years (Appendix C).
How does the student enrollment in your program compare the college enrollment?
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3. Fail Rates
•
•

•
•
•

Student success (A, B, C) in the Art department has an average of 83.5% from Fall 2015-17
The D & F fail rates for the Art Department on average fall between 10% and 13% for the years 2014,
2016, and 2017 with a slightly higher number of students (15%) in 2015.Over the past 4 years these
rates have stayed about the same (Appendix C)
The WFD fail rates for the Art Department are slightly higher from 14% to 20% (Appendix C).
Solutions are to try to acquire student cell numbers with their permission to communicate more
effectively, specifically using text messaging.
As we prepared this report in a short amount of time, we did not get the information from IR about
college enrollment. We have witnessed a drop in numbers over the past 4 years but do not know how
the student enrollment in the Art Department compares to the college enrollment.

S TUDENT E NGAGEMENT

AND

S ATISFACTION

1. How are students engaged in the program review process (e.g. do reviewers have the opportunity to meet
with students, is there a student review team, etc.?)?
a. With only a few weeks to put this together no students were involved in this review but student
course evaluations and comments were taken into consideration

2. In what ways does the department engage students about their experience in the program or involve them
in the development of the program? Are students involved in the operations and/or policy development for
the department (e.g., committee membership, other formal and informal input)? What has been learned
from student input?
a. Student clubs, activities, art competitions/shows, judging and field trips are a big part of engaging
students outside of the classroom.
b. Input from students for project ideas as well as assignments where they must come up with their
own concepts encourages participation.
c. New approaches and assignments frequently come from student research and creative thinking.

3. How satisfied are students with their experience of the curriculum, faculty, learning resources and
environment, and administration? Describe methods used to collect student input such as focus groups,
surveys, etc.

a. Student evaluations have been good. Frequently they include comments that give high praise to the
curriculum and course work.

G RADUATE S UCCESS

1. Recent Graduates
•

•
•

Over the past 4 years we have a combined total of 21 graduates in Art and Visual Communications
(Appendix C)
Currently there are 30 declared Visual Communication majors and 17 Art majors for a total of 47
degree majors.
The graduates that stay in touch have been very successful as transfer students to universities, art
colleges as well as the work force.
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2. Alumni

a. Describe the results of any alumni surveys from the last four years. To what extent do respondents
report that their experience of the program has helped them to succeed in their personal and
professional lives?

b. Describe any other measures used to obtain feedback from alumni. What do these measures suggest
about the program and its graduates?

3. Employers

a. Describe the results of any community employers’ feedback. What does their feedback suggest about
graduate success in terms of Program SLO achievement, industry readiness, employer values, salary
scales, etc.?
b. Describe any other measures used to obtain feedback from employers. What do these measures
suggest about the program and its graduates?

S.W.O.T A NALYSIS

After assembling an Advisory Committee consisting of department resident faculty, associate faculty, nondiscipline faculty, student, alumni, academic support staff, community/industry members (if applicable),
and faculty from departments in which your courses feed into(if applicable), answer the following
questions:

Strengths:
1. The Art department enjoys a good reputation in the communities it serves due to the high level of
commitment of its faculty to promoting the college and the art program by providing art exhibits, events,
and recruiting activities. The art department is literally a “visual” representation of the college.
2. The department’s addition of the Visual Communications degree targeting careers in computer arts,
graphic design, photography, and motion graphics.
3. An ongoing commitment to curriculum and articulation ensure that courses transfer to the state’s colleges
and universities. There is a high level of interest in the Visual Communications program and
4. A growing acknowledgement of the importance of Art as a component of STEM education in order to meet
the demand for creativity and innovation in engineering and scientific careers.
5. The ability to serve a broad demographic including the 55 and older population that represents the
county’s largest constituency by providing classes that are of high interest, yet intellectually engaging and
rigorous; qualities vital to a healthy and active retirement.
Weaknesses:
1. Low enrollments in studio classes is probably our biggest problem, especially on the Kingman and Lake
Havasu campuses.
2. Studio facility and equipment uniformity is not represented on all campuses. Some facility and aging
equipment needs attention.
3. The department is not adequately serving the senior/active retirement community who want a more
focused learning atmosphere.

Opportunities (focusing on increasing enrollment):
1. The creation of the Art Business Certificate was designed to increase enrollment targeting both the
traditional art student, looking to supplement their income with a small business, as well as community
members at large looking to sell just about anything or promote themselves or their small business. This
certificate gives them the tools to do everything they need without having to spend the money to hire
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2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

someone else to create a marketing and business plan, materials, web site, etc. After getting an AA in Art or
Visual Communication, many of our students do not leave the area and are looking to tap into the ecommerce opportunities available by starting their own online business.
The creation of specifically named non-transferable courses meant to macro with the credit courses for the
55 and older population that make up a large portion of our county’s population. These courses are the
equivalent of the transfer credit courses designed for the retired community looking for education more
rigorous than the Community Education courses.
The conversation has started to create new JTED programs to broaden the career paths available to their
students. Specifically photography, fashion design/illustration, and art therapy.
The department might explore “STEAM” curriculum models, possibly collaborating with ASU/Havasu to
facilitate and enhance the relatively narrow scope of their present degree options and encourage an
attitude of mutual support.
The placement of high quality public art, particularly sculpture, in public places as well as on our campuses
would increase the department and the college’s exposure.
There may be opportunities to collaborate with community businesses with internships for our visual
communication students.
The Visual Communications course offerings has an opportunity to take advantage of the high level of
interest younger students have in video game design and motion graphics by developing additional courses
in these areas.
Increase Dual enrollment

Challenges:
1. The department considers low enrollment to be its greatest threat.
2. Enrollment restrictions add to the problem of getting courses to “make” with the minimum number and
limits the department’s ability to effectively serve non-matriculating students (seniors). The “audit”
enrollment has not been an effective tool as these numbers do not show up on the front end to help ensure
a course would “make”. We are hoping our new zero level courses will aid in this area.
3. The separation of the credit and Community Education studio art courses into 2 separate departments
created problems with the overall budget and enrollment numbers. Previously all “art” courses counted as
art enrollment (Appendix H) and they both worked under the same budget allocations. Today it is still an
issue with either the complete separation of materials causing a duplication of purchases, as well as the
politics of sharing equipment, or the confusion of who bought or used what.
4. It is difficult to find and retain well-qualified associate faculty to teach studio courses.
5. Additionally, the current national trend of politicians advocating support for only those programs of study
that lead to direct employment jeopardizes the future of creativity, innovation, and problem solving that is
uniquely addressed in fields such as art.
6. Quality of Dual Enrollment instruction can sometimes be an issue depending on the instructor.

S UMMARY

AND

R EFLECTION

a. A focus on marketing the numerous careers in art (Appendix I) would increase enrollment and
visibility. Any career in the arts starts with a very similar group of courses offered at Mohave
Community College.
b. Creating certificates targeting specific career paths would be advisable in the near future to make
them more visible. At the top of the list is motion graphics, photography, fashion design and
illustration, as well as art therapy, which is a new upcoming career path, combining art and
psychology (Appendix I).
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c. The Art Department visibility on the MCC website have been beneficial for enrollment. It would be
great to expand it to include the entire list of career possibilities in art and design (Appendix I).
d. We suggest combining the credit and Community Education departments into one department
again with one budget. This could bring the art department back into the “black” as in the past
(Appendix H). Separated you are paying multiple salaries to manage two departments rather than
just one Resident Faculty member managing both on each of the southern campuses. This could
solve several budget issues as well and would eliminate duplication of purchases.
e. As Resident faculty we need to create a higher level of communication with our dual enrollment
counterparts.

Future Trends and Capacity

How are current and future trends being taken into account by the program?

F UTURE

OF THE

F IELD

AND

C AREER O PPORTUNITIES

Career opportunities are increasing with the upward economic trends. Almost every business seeks artists
in some capacity (Appendix I).

P ROGRAM C APACITY

We have the capacity and the equipment to accommodate more students. We just need more students

S UMMARY

AND

R EFLECTION

a. If the proposed Art Business Certificate gets adopted it will serve a large group of students, artists
and creative entrepreneurs in starting their own small businesses.
b. A focus on marketing the numerous careers in art (Appendix I) would increase enrollment and
visibility. Any career in the arts starts with a very similar group of courses offered at Mohave
Community College.
c. Creating certificates targeting specific career paths would be advisable in the near future to make
them more visible. At the top of the list is motion graphics, photography, fashion design and
illustration, as well as art therapy, which is a new upcoming career path, combining art and
psychology (Appendix I).
d. The Art Department visibility on the MCC website have been beneficial for enrollment. It would be
great to expand it to include the entire list of career possibilities in art and design (Appendix I).
e. We suggest combining the credit and Community Education departments into one department
again with one budget. This could bring the art department back into the “black” as in the past
(Appendix H). Separated you are paying multiple salaries to manage two departments rather than
just one Resident Faculty member managing both on each of the southern campuses. This could
solve several budget issues as well and would eliminate duplication of purchases.

College Mission and Goals

What Are the Critical Issues? How Do They Impact the Department and Program?

C OLLEGE

MISSION AND

G OALS :

1. The mission of Mohave Community College is to be a learning-centered institution, serving all
constituencies, inspiring excellence through innovation and empowering students to succeed.
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2. Mohave Community College strives to provide high quality, affordable and accessible higher education to
all who seek it. Educational: Mohave Community College supports an academic learning-centered
community through implementation of quality teaching initiatives, professional development, integration
of learning technology, development of partnerships, delivery of effective student support services, and by
providing accurate information and advising. Cultural: Become a conduit between businesses,
organizations, foundations and the arts to strengthen understanding of the world through education. Civic:
Promote active citizenship within the college community. Resources: Provide resources needed to achieve
the mission and vision
3. How current and relevant is the mission and goals to your program?
4. How do the college mission and goals shape the decisions and direction of the department and program?

P ROGRAM G OALS

1. Previous program goals.

Briefly describe the results of the previous program review -issues identified, recommendations made, and
goals. Describe significant achievements and progress made since the last program review. What proposed
changes have not been made and for what reasons?

The mission of the department of Arts and Humanities is to provide each student with a strong foundation
in the techniques and processes of producing art; to understand the historical importance that the arts have in
human society; to assist students in incorporating into their own worldviews the traditional and cumulative
knowledge of human experience. The department of Arts and Humanities utilizes a learning centered approach
to cultivate critical, creative and compassionate thinking in acknowledgement of global awareness, developing
and pursuing innovation while valuing the traditions of our communities; celebrating the unique role that art
and design play in the development of culture through the exhibition and performance of creative works. As a
component of MCC’s general education curricula the department of Arts and Humanities serves to expand
students’ awareness of the diversity of human knowledge and accomplishment and to expand their conceptual
framework in the areas of Aesthetic Sensibilities, Communication Skills, Critical Thinking Skills, Cultural
Sensitivity, Global Awareness, and Problem Solving Skills.
Program Goals and Plan These goals were determined in consideration of the need for increasing enrollment
based on the Revenue/Expense Data and the input received from the Art Advisory Committee.
6.1. Short-term Goals (2 year cycle):

Goal 1: Broaden ART offerings in high-interest studio offerings. Measurable Outcome: Create additional
classes in motion graphics/animation in the Visual Communications program. Plan: Art/Vis Comm faculty will
research courses in Motion Graphics/Animation and Game Design for submission to CASA before the 2017
catalog deadline. This recommendation for new curriculum in Visual Communications specifically did not
happen in time, hopefully this spring.

Goal 2: Improve enrollment and capture more non-matriculating adult learners by integrating “zero-level”
non-credit courses with transfer studio courses by macro-ing sections.. Measurable Outcome: Integrate noncredit and transfer studio courses to facilitate Plan: With the guidance of the Dean of Instruction and the
Accreditation Liaison/Compliance Officer, art faculty will propose a program modification to CASA before the
2017 catalog deadline. Responsible Party(ies): Department Faculty

What specific aspects of these goals can be accomplished without additional financial resources? Financial
resources may need to be allocated for software licensing for new courses in Visual Communications but there
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is the possibility of utilizing software already provided through the Adobe Creative Cloud license. * IT staff
needs to regularly schedule Creative Cloud updates in the Vis Comm labs to maintain version compatibility.

6.2. Long-term Goals (4 year cycle): Based on the above data and analyses, identify 2 or more concrete goals,
measurable outcomes, and activities that you would anticipate resulting in improvements to the program
within the next six years.

Goal 1: Increase the exposure/visibility of the art program. Measurable Outcome: Place high quality public art
on campus and in community public spaces Plan: Design class assignments for students to work
collaboratively to produce public art. Develop funding sources for materials and installation costs so that
students can produce larger scaled permanent works for public installation. Responsible Party(ies): Individual
art faculty.
Goal 2: Upgrade facilities and equipment. Measurable Outcome: Refresh and replace aging equipment
including 35 year old gas kiln. Plan: Assess studio facilities and equipment and advise associate and campus
deans of needs. Responsible Party(ies): Art resident faculty

What specific aspects of these goals can be accomplished without additional financial resources? Art faculty
can create assignments geared toward public art installations and can assess and advice regarding facility and
equipment needs, but ultimately resources will need to be allocated. Use SAC funding and business sponsorship
in the community

2. New program goals.
a. Short-term goals (two-year cycle): Based on data, assessment, and curriculum analysis completed
above, identify 2 or more Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Timely (S.M.A.R.T) Goals,
measurable outcomes, and activities that you would anticipate resulting in improvements to the
program in the next two years.
ii. Goal 1:
1. Measurable outcome:
2. Plan to achieve the outcome within 2 year period:
3. Responsible parties:
4. How does this goal align with the mission and goals of the college?
iii. Goal 2:
1. Measurable outcome:
2. Plan to achieve the outcome within 2 year period:
3. Responsible parties:
4. How does this goal align with the mission and goals of the college?
b. Long-term goals (four-year cycle)
i. Goal 1:
1. Measurable outcome:
2. Plan to achieve outcome within 2 year period:
3. Responsible parties:
4. How does this goal align with the mission and goals of the college?
ii. Goal 2:
1. Measurable outcome:
2. Plan to achieve the outcome within 2 year period:
3. Responsible parties:
4. How does goal align with the mission and goals of the college?
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C. S UMMARY

AND

R EFLECTION

a. Create a stronger connection and higher level of communication with each campus recruiter for
another way to recruit from our local schools.
b. Creating certificates targeting specific career paths would be advisable in the near future to make
them more visible. At the top of the list is motion graphics, photography, fashion design and
illustration, as well as art therapy, which is a new upcoming career path, combining art and
psychology (Appendix I).
c. The Art Department visibility on the MCC website has been beneficial for enrollment. It would be
great to expand it to include the entire list of career possibilities in art and design (Appendix I).
d. We suggest combining the credit and Community Education departments into one department
again with one budget. This could bring the art department back into the “black” as in the past
(Appendix H). Separated you are paying multiple salaries to manage two departments rather than
just one Resident Faculty member managing both on each of the southern campuses. This could
solve several budget issues as well and would eliminate duplication of purchases.

VII. Conclusions

What Are Your Findings? What Issues Need to Be Addressed During the Next Four Years?

T AKING S TOCK : S IGNIFICANT F INDINGS

Based on the discussion and analysis in this Program Review:

1.

2.

The strengths of the program are that we have good enrollment in the World Art History courses and
good course evaluations and student involvement in department activities and clubs.
We need improvement in the enrollment of many of the studio art courses

L OOKING F ORWARD : S TRATEGIC T HINKING

After reviewing this Program Review with your faculty:

a. The Art Department needs to adopt a stronger presence as a career path.
b. The adoption of the Art Business Certificate as well as the new zero level courses would be a great
boon to the enrollment in the Art Department studio courses at this time.
c. The Art Department visibility on the MCC website has been beneficial for enrollment. It would be
great to expand it to include the entire list of career possibilities in art and design (Appendix I).
d. To solve some of our budget issues, we suggest combining the credit and Community Education
departments into one department again with one budget. This could bring the art department back
into the “black” as in the past (Appendix H). Separated you are paying multiple salaries to manage
two departments rather than just one Resident Faculty member managing both on each of the
southern campuses. This could solve several budget issues as well and would eliminate duplication
of purchases.
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Appendices

A. Guided Pathway(s)
B. Program Goal Map

C. Institutional Research Data - Budget, Enrollment, Course and Degree completion and success rates
D. Assessment Plans – Looking Back – 4-year Assessment plan

E. Assessment Results & Closing the Loop - Cycle of Learning reports Impact and Action plan section review

F. Assessment Results & Closing the Loop – Writing Across the Curriculum Data analysis
G. Assessment Plans – Looking Ahead – Draft next 4-year Assessment plan
H. Art Profit Loss 1997-2004

I.

Careers in Art and Design
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Appendix A
GUIDED PATHWAY
The following sequence is the suggested pathway to complete the degree in two years. This sequence is based on satisfaction of all basic skills
requirements and prerequisites and presumes a fall start date. An individual’s program may vary depending on transfer institution, career
objectives, or individual needs. See your academic advisor for other options and to monitor your progress.

Program Name: Art, AA
Program Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs):
1. Apply basic design elements and principles to original and expressive works of art. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
2. Apply the history of art to original and expressive works of art. (1, 2, 3, 4)
3. Produce works of art in a variety of media. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
4. Produce a professional portfolio. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
Courses – Asterisk (*) indicates required
program courses
First Semester: Fall

AGEC course?

Terms

Credits

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

F
F, SP
F
F, SP, SU
F, SP

3
3
3
3
3

AGEC course?

Terms

Credits

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

SP
SP, SU
See options
F, SP, SU
SP
F, SP, SU

3
3
3
3
3
3

AGEC course?

Terms

Credits

Yes
Yes

F, SP
See options
See options
F, SP, SU
F

3
3
3
3
4

Courses – Asterisk (*) indicates required
program courses
Fourth Semester: Spring

AGEC course?

Terms

Credits

PSY 101
AST 101
Any studio ART course not already taken
Any studio ART course not already taken
See 3D options

Yes
Yes

F, SP, SU
F, SP
See options
See options
See options

3
4
3
3
3

ART 111*
ART 121*
ART 130*
ENG 101*
ANT 102

Courses – Asterisk (*) indicates required
program courses
Second Semester: Spring

ART 112*
ART 230*
See 2D options
PSY 101
HUM 151
MAT 142
Courses – Asterisk (*) indicates required
program courses
Third Semester: Fall

ART 221
Any studio ART course not already taken
Any studio ART course not already taken
ENG 102*
GLG 101

Key:

SP= Spring
F= Fall
SU= Summer
1. Aesthetic Sensibilities: An awareness of creative expression in the world around us.
2. Communication Skills: The ability to effectively convey meaning through various media on
both personal and professional levels.
3. Critical Thinking Skills and Problem-Solving: The ability to analyze data and arrive at logical
and defensible conclusions.
4. Cultural Diversity and Global Awareness: An appreciation of relationships and differences in
values, customs, and norms of diverse global communities.
5. Techniques of Inquiry: Use of standardized methodological framework to collect, analyze,
interpret, and present findings.
6. Technological Competency: A proficiency in evolving technology to compete and flourish in
society.

Total credits

65

Optional Courses:

Note:
See options = students need to speak to Art Resident Faculty.
Special Requirements for the AGEC-A:
• ART 130 use for Section C
• ART 230 use for Section F
Intermediate Drawing
After consulting an advisor, choose one course from the following:
• ART 221
• ART 223
Two-Dimensional Studio Requirement
After consulting an advisor, choose one course from the following:
•
ART 125
• ART 128
• ART 151
Three-Dimensional Studio Requirement
After consulting an advisor, choose one course from the following:
•
ART 171
•
ART 175
Elective ART Options: Credits: (12) – Choose any four (4) ART classes, transferable to all three (3) Arizona state universities,
excluding courses already taken to fulfill the AGEC-A and program requirements.

GUIDED PATHWAY
The following sequence is the suggested pathway to complete the degree in two years. This sequence is based on satisfaction of all basic skills
requirements and prerequisites and presumes a fall start date. An individual’s program may vary depending on transfer institution, career
objectives, or individual needs. See your academic advisor for other options and to monitor your progress.

Program Name: Art, Visual Communications, AA
Program Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs):
1. Apply the basic concepts of semiotics to visual communications. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

2. Apply basic design elements, applications, and principles to visual communications. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
3. Apply the history of art and visual communications to a variety of media.(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
4. Produce works of visual communications in a variety of media. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
5. Produce a professional portfolio. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
Courses – Asterisk (*) indicates required
program courses
First Semester: Fall

ART 130 *
ART 111 *
ART 121 *
ENG 101*
ANT 102

Courses – Asterisk (*) indicates required
program courses
Second Semester: Spring

ART 230 *
ART 148 *
ART 112 *
HUM 151
ENG 102*
Courses – Asterisk (*) indicates required
program courses
Third Semester: Fall

ART 133*
See 3D Options
ART 245 *
MAT 142
GLG 101
Courses – Asterisk (*) indicates required
program courses
Fourth Semester: Spring

PSY 101
AST 101
COM 100*
ART 221 *
See 2D Options

AGEC course?

Terms

Credits

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

F
F
F, SP
F, SP, SU
F, SP

3
3
3
3
3

AGEC course?

Terms

Credits

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

SP, SU
SP
SP
SP
F, SP, SU

3
3
3
3
3

AGEC course?

Terms

Credits

Yes
Yes

F, SP, SU
See options
F
F, SP, SU
F

3
3
3
3
4

AGEC course?

Terms

Credits

Yes
Yes
Yes

F, SP, SU
F, SP
F, SP
F, SP
See options

3
4
3
3
3

Key: Key:

G=on ground instruction F= Fall
SP= Spring
SU= Summer
O= online
1. Aesthetic
Sensibilities: An awareness of creative expression in the world around us.
H= Hybrid
2. Communication
Skills: The ability to effectively convey meaning through various media on
both personal and professional levels.
3. Critical Thinking Skills and Problem-Solving: The ability to analyze data and arrive at logical
and defensible conclusions.
4. Cultural Diversity and Global Awareness: An appreciation of relationships and differences in
values, customs, and norms of diverse global communities.
5. Techniques of Inquiry: Use of standardized methodological framework to collect, analyze,
interpret, and present findings.
6. Technological Competency: A proficiency in evolving technology to compete and flourish in
society.

Optional Courses:

Note:
Options = students need to speak to Art Resident Faculty.
Special Requirements for the AGEC-A:
•
•
•

ART 130 - use for Section C
ART 230 - use for Section F
COM 100 -use for Section F

Two-Dimensional Courses
•
ART 125
• ART 128
• ART 151
• ART 223
• ART 256
Three-Dimensional Courses
•
ART 171
•
ART 175

Total credits

62

Appendix B

Art, AA

I = Introduced

R = Reinforced

1. Apply basic design

Courses and elements and principles
Experiences to original and
expressive works of art.
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

M = Mastery demonstrated A = Assessed for Mastery

Program Outcomes *indicates required course
2. Apply the history of art
to works of art. (1, 2, 3,
4,5)

3. Produce works of
art in a variety of
media. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

4. Produce a
professional
portfolio. (1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6)

ART 111*
ART 130*
ART 121*
ART 112*
ART 230*
ART 113
ART 126
ART 129
ART 133
ART 176
ART 225
ART 226
ART 243
ART 245
ART 256
ART 271
ART 272
ART 275
ART 276
ART 221
ART 223
ART 125
ART 128
ART 151

I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

ART 171
ART 175

M, A
M, A

M, A
M, A

M, A
M, A

M, A
M, A

ART Electives (choose 4 courses)
Intermediate Drawing options (choose one course)
2-D Options (choose one course)
3-D Options (choose one course)

Adapted from http://webmedia.jcu.edu/institutionaleffectiveness/files/2014/01/Departmental-Outcome-Mapping.pdf

Art, Visual Communications, AA
I = Introduced

Courses and
Experiences

ART 111*
ART 130*
ART 121*
ART 112*
ART 148*
ART 230*
ART 133*
ART 221*
ART 245*
ART 171
ART 175
ART 125
ART 128
ART 151
ART 223
ART 256

R = Reinforced

1. Apply the
basic concepts of
semiotics to
visual
communications.
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
M, A
M, A
M, A
M, A
M, A

M = Mastery demonstrated A = Assessed for Mastery

Program Outcomes *indicates required course

2. Apply basic design
elements,
applications, and
principles to visual
communications. (1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
M, A
M, A
M, A
M, A
M, A

3. Apply the
history of art and
visual
communications
to works of art. (1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
M, A
M, A
M, A
M, A
M, A

4. Produce
works of visual
communications
in a variety of
media. (1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6)

I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
M, A
M, A
M, A
M, A
M, A

5. Produce a
professional
portfolio. (1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6)

I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
M, A
M, A
M, A
M, A
M, A

3-D Options (choose one course)
2-D Options (choose one course)

Adapted from http://webmedia.jcu.edu/institutionaleffectiveness/files/2014/01/Departmental-Outcome-Mapping.pdf

Appendix C

ART
Art
COUNTS
Program (Prefix)
Number of Sections
Unduplicated Student Head Count
Duplicated Head Count (Enrollment)
Associate Faculty
Resident Faculty
Total Faculty
Credit Hours
REVENUE SOURCES
Tuition
Course_Fees
Instructional Income
State Allocation pro-rated by credit hours
Revenues
EXPENSES
Expenses
Net (Revenues less Expenses)
RATIOS
State Allocation as a percent of Revenue
Net per Student
Net per Hour
Net per Section
Associate faclty sections
Resident faculty sections
associate faculty enrollment
resident faculty enrollment
Associate Faculty Unduplicated Student Count
Resident Faculty Unduplicated Student Count
Associate Faculty Hours
Resident Faculty Hours
Net per associate faculty
Net per resident faculty
Net per total Faculty
Expense to Income Ratio
Income to Expense Ratio
Profit Margin
Cost per credit hour
Revenue per credit hour
Tuition only per credit hour
Instructional income per credit hour
Hours per student
Average number of students per section

2017FA
ART

30
158
192
4
3
7
576
2017FA
$49,937
$2,940
$52,877
$11,475
$64,352
2017FA
$101,589
($37,238)
2017FA

2016FA
ART
24
150
192
5
3
8
576
2016FA
49,208
2,790
$51,998
13,006
$65,004
2016FA
105,955
($40,951)
2016FA

2015FA
ART
39
178
218
10 NEW
3 NEW
13 NEW
654
2015FA
54,797
4,410
$59,207
16,572
$75,779
2015FA
114,982
($39,203)
2015FA

18%
($194)
($65)
($1,241)
9
21
50
142
49
119
150
426
($9,309)
($12,413)
($5,320)

20%
($213)
($71)
($1,706)
12
12
67
126
67
94
201
375
($8,190)
($13,650)
($5,119)

22%
($180)
($60)
($1,005)
27
12
114
104
104
91
342
312
($3,920)
($13,068)
($3,016)

1.58
0.63
-57.9%

1.63
0.61
-63.0%

1.52
0.66
-51.7%

$176.37
$111.72
$87
$92
3.6
6.4

$183.95
$112.85
$85
$90
3.8
8.0

$175.81
$115.87
$84
$91
3.7
5.6

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

Unduplicated student count to Associate Faculty
Unduplicated student count to Resident Faculty
Unduplicated student count to all faculty
Average number of sections per associate faculty
Average number of sections per resident faculty
Average number of sections per faculty
Breakeven Hours
Breakeven Headcount
Percent Student Success (A, B, C, S)

Course Fees as Percentage of Total Revenue
Course Fees as Percentage of Tuition Only

Net Income Less Course Fees
Fill Rate

Cost per unduplicated student
Cost per enrollment unit
Cost per section
FTSE

12.0
40.0
23.0
2.3
7.0
4.3
909.3
249.4
80.5%
4.6%
5.9%

13.0
31.0
19.0
2.4
4.0
3.0
938.9
244.5
87.3%
4.3%
5.7%

10.0
30.0
14.0
2.7
4.0
3.0
992.3
270.1
82.7%
5.8%
8.0%

($40,178)

($43,741)

($43,613)

50.4%
$642.97
$529
$3,386
38

50.4%
$706.36
$552
$4,415
38

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

50.4%
$645.97
$527
$2,948
44 NEW

Appendix D
Program: Art and Vis Com
Aesthetic
Sensibilities

2016-17

An appriciation of
creative expression in
the world around us.

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

AGEC A, B

AGEC A, B, S

HUM 250
1.1 experience the creative
products of humanity
HUM 150 Fall
HUM 151 Spring

MAT 221

WAC to be assessed each time
WAC course is offered. Collect
data internally to report on in
2.5 Read and comprehend next Program review.

The ability to
CIS 110
effectively convey
ENG 101
meaning through
Communication
various media on both
Skills
HIS 131
personal and
profession levels

at a college level
ART WAC identified course:
ART 130

BIO 100

MAT 212
Critical Thinking
Skills and
Problem Solving

The ability to analyze
data and arrive at
logical and defensible
conclusions.

Cultural
Diversity and
Global
Awareness

An appriciation of
relationships and
differences in values,
customs, and norms of
diverse global
communities.

SOC 131
EDU 214

ENG 101

Techniques of
Inquiry

Use of standardized
methodological
framework to collect,
analze, interpret, and
present findings.

Technological
Literacy

A proficiency in evolving
technology to compete
and flourish in society.

Program review

ART 245<->
ART 148,

POS 120

POS 120,

CHM 130

BIO 100,

CIS 110

ENG 102

3.2 Illustrates core concepts
of the field while executing
analytical, practical, or
creative tasks

Appendix E: Assessment Results and Closing the Loop- Cycle of Learning
reports Impact and Action plan section review
This section should include the Impact on Student Learning and Action Plan sections from each
of the Cycle of Learning reports submitted in the last four years (since the previous program
review).

A SSESSMENT R ESULTS

Impact on Student Learning
This is the first COL Assessment that the department has completed that has sufficient and effective detailed data
points. The specific information gained from this assessment reveals areas of need that if addressed, have the potential
to affect student learning. Suggested instructional strategies from all department resident faculty indicate that there is
a commitment to using the assessment to improve instruction. Presumably, there will be results regarding the impact of
the assessment on learning in the next Cycle of Learning report. We believe this assessment with continued use will help
us evaluate how what we are doing to attain our mission.
The mission of the department of Arts and Humanities is to provide each student with a strong foundation in the
techniques and processes of producing art; to understand the historical importance that the arts have in human society;
to assist students in incorporating into their own worldviews the traditional and cumulative knowledge of human
experience. The department of Arts and Humanities utilizes a learning centered approach to cultivate critical, creative
and compassionate thinking in acknowledgement of global awareness, developing and pursuing innovation while valuing
the traditions of our communities; celebrating the unique role that art and design play in the development of culture
through the exhibition and performance of creative works. As a component of MCC’s general education curricula the
department of Arts and Humanities serves to expand students’ awareness of the diversity of human knowledge and
accomplishment and to expand their conceptual framework in the areas of Aesthetic Sensibilities, Communication Skills,
Critical Thinking Skills, Cultural Sensitivity, Global Awareness, and Problem Solving Skills.

Restructure Outcome
Statement
Revise Measurement
Approach
Collect and Analyze
Additional Data and
Information

 Implemented Changes
 Planned Changes
 Implemented Changes
 Planned Changes
 Implemented Changes
 Planned Changes

 Budget Item

Methods of Data Collection

 Implemented Changes
 Planned Changes

 Budget Item

 Budget Item
 Budget Item

Person/Group Responsible for
Action; Target date for
implementation and Priority
(High/Med/Low)
All ART/HUM Resident Faculty
High Priority, 12/16 - 4/17
Department Resident Faculty
High Priority, 4/17
Department Resident Faculty
High Priority, 4/17
Response to the department
decision to gather more
meaningful data, the ART 230
assessment instrument was
revised to facilitate specific
slide identification data points.
Department Resident Faculty
High Priority, 4/17

Other
Describe Changes

Budget Items: If a budget
item is identified above,
please provide a description
of the item(s), approximate
cost(s), and its justification.

New reporting form was added
to the Notification of
Assessment letter for ART 230
The department will devise an assessment
of reading comprehension to be
implemented Fall and Spring, 2016/17.
HUM 150 is the course chosen for this and
will serve as the next Cycle of Learning
project.

High Priority
ART/HUM Resident Faculty
10/16

Appendix F: Assessment Results and Closing the Loop – Writing Across the
Curriculum Data analysis
This section should include the WAC data worksheet(s) from the last four years.
Student
Number
535351
529495
538200
492669
533052
527669
529424
443173
535503
523847
539337
513876
532131
535041
533479
525616
529513
512070
525192
Totals

Content
4
3
4
3
4
3
3
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
2
69

2016-17
Org/Idea Devel.
4
3
4
3
4
3
3
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
2
68

Coherence
3
3
4
2
4
3
3
3
2
4
4
4
3
3
4
4
4
2
2
61

Other Dept.
criteria if
applicable

The majority of problems are in general mechanics
of writing, spelling and grammar as well as the MLA
formatting structure.

SAVE AS Department and Catalog year

Appendix G
Program: Art and Vis Com
Aesthetic
Sensibilities

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

General Education objective

An appriciation of
creative expression in
the world around us.
WAC to be assessed each time
WAC course is offered. Collect
data internally to report on in
next Program review.

The ability to
effectively convey
meaning through
Communication
various media on both
Skills
personal and
profession levels
Critical Thinking
Skills and
Problem Solving

ART WAC identified course:
ART 130

The ability to analyze
Fall ART 245<->
data and arrive at
logical and defensible Spring ART 148
conclusions.

Cultural
Diversity and
Global
Awareness

An appriciation of
relationships and
differences in values,
customs, and norms of
diverse global
communities.

Techniques of
Inquiry

Use of standardized
methodological
framework to collect,
analze, interpret, and
present findings.

Technological
Literacy

Program review

A proficiency in evolving
technology to compete
and flourish in society.

3.2 Illustrates core concepts of the
field while executing analytical,
practical, or creative tasks
4.2. Describes how knowledge
from different cultural perspectives
would affect his or her
interpretations of prominent
problems in politics, society, the
arts and/or global relations.

Fall ART 130 >Spring ART
230

Fall Art 151 > Spring ART
256

6.1. Describe the ways in which at
least two disciplines define,
address, and interpret the
importance of a contemporary
challenge or problem in science,
the arts, society, human services,
economic life or technology.

Appendix H: Other Information
Profit Loss 1997-2004 (Efficiency and Effectiveness)

1

2

3

Appendix I: Careers in Art and Design

CAREERS IN
ART AND DESIGN

CAREER JOB LIST & SALARY RANGES
Descriptions & MCC Degrees
(The listed salary ranges collected from a variety of online sources)

SAVE $$$ START AT MCC
Get a Degree in
Art or Visual Communications
BEFORE YOU TRANSFER TO AN EXPENSIVE ART SCHOOL OR UNIVERSITY

SEE LAST PAGE FOR MCC INFORMATION
BHC Contact HEIDI HECKMAN: Call 866-664-2832 or email hheckman@mohave.edu
LHC Contact ALAN HALL: Call 866-664-2832 or email ahall@mohave.edu
NCK Contact HEIDI HECKMAN: Call 866-664-2832 or email aking@mohave.edu

GET A DEGREE IN
ART
FOR THESE CAREER FIELDS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Architecture
Art Education
Art History
Art Therapy
Craft Artist
Fashion Design/Illustration
Fine Art Artist
Illustrator
Interior Designer
Transportation Designer

GET A DEGREE IN
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
FOR THESE CAREER FIELDS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Advertising
Animation
Art Director
Computer Graphics/Digital Designer
Digital Fine Artist
Environmental Designer
Film/Video/TV
Game Designer
Graphic Designer
Museum Curator/Designer
Photographer
Product Designer
Web Designer

FIELDS AND JOB TITLES LISTED BELOW
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CAREER FIELDS IN ART & DESIGN
ADVERTISING JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from $84,000. to
$134,000. Work in Advertising Agencies or Corporations devising the creative solutions that help sell a product or service. For
example, the magazine ads you read, the TV ads you see, are created by a team that includes a copywriter and art director. The goal
is to catch the public’s attention, make them remember the product, and motivate them to buy it. The art director develops the concept
and then designs and executes the look of the ad as well as maintaining relationships and favorable contacts with current and potential
advertising accounts. Targets potential advertising clients and develops relationships in order to acquire new advertising accounts.
May require a bachelor's degree and at least 3 years of experience in the field or in a related area with a high volume of sales.
JOB TITLES ADVERTISING
1. Art Director/Designer- for magazine and newspaper ads.
2. Art Director/Designer - for TV and radio commercials
3. Art Director/Designer - for billboards, direct sales, or promotions
4. Art Director/Designer - for digital media (internet or web site concepts)
5. Art Director/Designer - for point of purchase retail displays
6. Marketing Director
7. Designer- of product packaging
8. Designer- of annual reports and other corporate material
9. Photographer (digital)
ANIMATION JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from $44,631 to $60,745.
Use their drawing skills to create moving images and effects for feature films, TV commercials, and short features. Drawing skills are
crucial for all animators, and technical and computer training are integrated into the professional training. Provides drawings or
animations used in advertising and promotional efforts to amuse audiences or to meet other needs. Uses various methods to
communicate the organization's efforts through an assortment of freehand artwork. May prepare artwork for printing or mass
production. A certain degree of creativity and latitude is required. Over the past ten years, feature animation has undergone a distinct
revitalization.
JOB TITLES ANIMATION
1. Animator- for cartoons
2. Animator- for feature-length movies
3. Animator- for TV commercials or motion graphics
4. Animator- for short features
5. Animator- for multi-media
6. Game Designer
7. Game Animator
ARCHITECTURE JOBS: DECLARE MCC ART DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from $56,019. to $114,000. Architectures
create structures in our environment, from homes to office buildings, malls, and museums. They are trained in both the aesthetics of
design and the technical/ engineering aspects necessary to assure that a building can be built and will be safe for the people using it.
Requires a bachelor's degree or higher.
JOB TITLES ARCHITECTURE
1. Architect/Designer for retail and commercial buildings
2. Architect/Designer for residences
3. Architect/Designer for museums, libraries, schools, and other public buildings.
4. Architectural Illustrator, Delineator or Designer
5. Landscape Architect/Designer
ART DIRECTOR JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from $84,000. to
$134,877. Supervises creative design within business groups, directs and develops final visual image that communicates the
organization's marketing objectives to the consumer. Requires a bachelor's degree with at least 10 years of experience in the field.
Familiar with a variety of the field's concepts, practices, and procedures. A wide degree of creativity and latitude is expected. Typically
reports to top management.
JOB TITLES ART DIRECTOR
1. Interactive Art director
2. Senior Art Director
3. Senior Designer
4. Digital Art Director
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5. Flash Art Director
ART EDUCATION JOBS: DECLARE MCC ART DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from &24,000. to $94,000.Teaching is a way
for artists to develop and encourage creative ability in others and to increase the public’s understanding of the importance of the arts in
our lives.
JOB TITLES ART EDUCATION
1. Art/Graphics Teacher (Elementary, High School, Private School, Art School, College & University)
2. Art supervisor, Department Chair, Art Coordinator
3. Art educational administrator for academia, museums or government programs
ART HISTORY JOBS: DECLARE MCC ART DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from & 30,000. To $64,000. Using knowledge of
art & history as the basis for a career. Work in a college or university setting; teach, research, and write about the material that you
love. Generally includes two basic categories of Duties: teaching & scholarship (publication of articles and books, presentations at
conferences). Museum work entails organization, research, and writing catalogs for exhibitions; & involvement in acquisition of works
for museum's collection.
JOB TITLES ART HISTORY
1. Teaching
2. Art Law
3. Estate & Art Appraiser
4. Preservation & Conservation
5. Publishing
6. Corporate Curator
7. Art Librarian
8. Freelance Writer or Collection manager
9. Consultant for Corporate & Arts Organizations
10. Museum work
ART THERAPIST JOBS: DECLARE MCC ART DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from $31,000. to $61,000. Art therapist’s
salaries vary with location, experience, and type of practice, private or general. Professionals with an art therapy degree find work in
different industries using job titles that appear unrelated to art therapy, such as recreational therapist or occupational therapist. Art therapy
is an established mental health profession that uses the creative process of art making to improve and enhance the physical, mental and
emotional well-being of people at all ages. It is based on the belief that the creative process involved in artistic self-expression helps
people to resolve conflicts and problems, develop interpersonal skills, manage behavior, reduce stress, increase self-esteem and selfawareness, and achieve insight. If you’re considering this career, keep in mind that an art therapist needs certain personal qualities –
such as sensitivity, empathy, emotional stability, patience, interpersonal skills, insight into human behavior, and an understanding of
artistic media. An art therapist must also be an attentive listener and a keen observer. Flexibility and a sense of humor are also invaluable.
Art therapy integrates the fields of human development, visual arts, and the creative process with models of counseling and
psychotherapy. Art therapy is used with children, adolescents, adults, older adults, groups, and families
JOB TITLES ART THERAPY
1. Psychological Art Therapist
2. Medical Art Therapist
3. Pediatric Art Therapist
4. Expressive Art Therapist
5. Clinical Art Therapist
6. Recreational Therapist
7. Occupational Therapist
8. Art Therapy Designer
9. Art Analyst
AUTOMIBLE, MOTORCYCLE, TRUCK OR AVIATION DESIGNER: (SEE TRANSPORTATION DESIGN)
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS, DIGITAL DESIGN JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field
range from $40,000. to $53,000. May require a bachelor's degree or its equivalent and 2-4 years of experience in the field or in a
related area. Uses knowledge of current graphic design software to produce graphic art and visual materials for promotions,
advertisements, films, packaging, and informative and instructional material through a variety of media outlets such as websites and
CD-ROMs. Generates and manipulates graphic images, animations, sound, text and video into consolidated and seamless multimedia
programs. Must remain abreast of technological advances in the field and be able to identify areas of use in the organization. A great
deal of creativity and latitude is expected. Technology is changing the face of the art design professions. Artists in most every
discipline are using the computer to enhance their work, to speed up their production process, or to create entirely new art forms. It is
difficult to define the commonly used term “computer graphics” since the computer has in fact been integrated into most of the fields
listed. Many designers who want to create graphics on the computer study graphic design. But others who want to create special
effects or animation study illustration or even product or environmental design.
JOB TITLES COMPUTER GRAPHICS / DIGITAL DESIGN / VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
1. Entry Level Web Designer
2. Web & Graphic design Intern
3. Marketing Designer
4. Interactive Web Designer
5. Computer Game Designer
6. Graphic Designer
7. Web site Designer
8. Software Engineer/Graphics
CRAFT ARTISTS JOBS: DECLARE MCC ART DEGREE: Salaries in this field are variable from $0 up to $100,000 for top
national artists. These Artists explore both functional and artistic aspects of many objects we use everyday. They also design threedimensional work for sale in galleries, online and events.
JOB TITLES CRAFT ARTISTS
1. Ceramicist:
• Designer of fine art one-of-a kind ceramic pieces
• Designer of ceramic tableware and household goods for manufacture
• Designer of ceramic architectural tiles or details
2. Fiber Designer:
• Fine Art fiber designer for hanging or display
• Weaver/ Designer of fabrics for garments, rugs, other household accessories
3. Glass Craft:
• Designer of fine art one-or-a-kind pieces
• Designer of commercial tableware and household items (Glasses, bowls etc…)
4. Metal and Jewelry Design:
• Designer for commercial lines of jewelry
• Designer of one-of-a-kind jewelry pieces
• Designer of table services
• Metalware Designer for household objects
5. Textile/ surface designer:
• Textile designer for clothing fabrics (Women’s Men’s children’s markets)
• Textile designer for upholstery, carpet and drapery OR one-of-a-kind pieces
• Wallpaper designer
• Pattern Designer for dinner and tableware
6. Woodworking:
• Furniture designer
• Designer for wooden household goods and products
DIGITAL FINE ART ARTISTS JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Variable up to $150,000 for top
national artists. Digital fine artists, unlike the majority of other artist and designers described here, do not work for clients. They
determine their own direction and work on issues that come from within themselves. They can work abstractly or realistically. They
must be aware not only of the history of art but also of the contemporary art scene. Most will find ways of supporting themselves
through gallery & online/event sales. That will allow them to pursue their own work independently.
JOB TITLES FINE ART ARTISTS
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1. Digital Artist
2. Digital Designer
3. Digital Graphics
4. Special effects Illustrator/Designer for Film
5. Multimedia artist
6. Printmaker
7. Teacher
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from
$24,000. to $89,000. Environmental designers take on a range of space related projects, including residential spaces, business, parks,
and centers of towns.unlikearchitects environmental designers do not need to be licensed to practice and they concentrate on design
rather than on technical issues.
JOB TITLES ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
1. Space planner
2. Exhibition or trade show designer
3. Themed environment and amusement park designer
4. Environmental designer generalist
5. Entertainment facility designer for sports or music arenas
6. Environmental graphic designer
7. Lighting designer
FASHION DESIGNER JOBS: DECLARE MCC ART DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from $32,810. to $115,000. Fashion
designers who are the managers of companies and enterprises earned an average of $70,570, while apparel manufacturing &
merchandising professionals earned an average between $32,810 & $115,000. Fashion designers create garments we wear. This
includes the practical, functional, and affordable as well as the high end, one-of-a-kind, and glamorous. After conceptualizing in sketch
form, designers create the patterns and then have the garments constructed, they consider color, texture, shape, and proportion.
Unlike fashion designers, fashion illustrator’s focus only on drawing the designs for advertising purposes.
JOB TITLES FASHION DESIGNER
1. Fashion Designer for women’s clothes
2. Fashion Designer for menswear
3. Fashion Designer for children’s clothes
4. Fashion Designer for specialty lines like sportswear, gowns, wedding, films/movies, etc.
5. Pattern Maker
6. Costume Designer
7. Shoe Designer
8. Fashion Accessory Designer
9. Fashion merchandising (marketing & sales)
FILM & TV JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from $23,000. to $59,440.
Those who work in broadcast television may earn less, while those who work in movies and video production typically earn more. Film
and video editors earned between $30,610 and $74,650. Directors earn between $23,574 & 35,948 - Producers $41,716 & 54,471
From video production to directing to acting to set design to costume and wardrobe design to broadcast journalism, the entertainment
industry needs talented, creative professionals at all levels. Cameramen, digital and video editors, music editors and even animators
are highly trained professionals who have a good academic background in multimedia, art, design, broadcasting and film. Filmmakers
orchestrate many forms of expression. They tell stories, collaborating with writers, set designers, actors, and musicians. The formats
include feature-length films, documentaries, music videos, promotional films, short features and TV commercials.
JOB TITLES FILM & TV
1. Director
2. Film Editor
3. Screenwriter
4. Cameraperson, Crew
5. Set Designer, Crew
6. Music video Producer
7. Videographer (events, weddings, music, performances)
8. Feature Film producer
9. Director of photography
10. Sound Designer, Technician, Crew
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11. Costume designer, Technician
12. Caterer (food for actors & crew on site)
13. T.V. commercial Designer
FINE ART ARTISTS JOBS: DECLARE MCC ART DEGREE: Variable up to $150,000 for top national artists. Fine artist, unlike the
majority of other artist and designers described here, do not work for clients. They determine their own direction and work on issues
that come from within themselves. They can work abstractly or realistically. They must be aware not only of the history of art but also
of the contemporary art scene. Most will find ways of supporting themselves through gallery & online/event sales. That will allow them
to pursue their own work independently.
JOB TITLES FINE ART ARTISTS
8. Painter
9. Sculptor
10. Performance Artist
11. Film/Video artist
12. Multimedia artist
13. Printmaker
14. Teacher
15. Museum or Gallery assistant or manger
16. Preparator for gallery or museum exhibitions
17. Auction house assistant or administrator
18. Matte printer for movie sets
19. Set printer for the theater
20. Arts administrator
21. Muralist
22. Artist’s assistant
GAME DESIGNER JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from $32000 to $
200,000. The average video game designer who works in entertainment or game software earned an average of $58,048 in 2008.
One of the fastest growing job markets in the country right now is in the video game design industry. This industry is taking in over $7
billion dollars in revenue yearly. So every employer in this job field is looking for the brightest, most talented new recruits they can find,
and they are willing to pay those who fit the bill a very good wage. Game designers possess a unique mixture of skills that includes
both creative talent and technical computer skills. Game designers create video games and online games, using techniques in
illustration and animation, 3D and 2D design, storytelling, graphic design, web design, interactive media, digital production and more.
Game designers must be able to design games that are appropriate for different audiences and that appeal to a range of
demographics. They also have a working knowledge of programming, fine art, framing, and even software development. Game
designers can work for small or large companies and design firms. Online game designers may even find work as freelancers. Within
the industry, game designers can find work not only as designers but as publishers, programmers, marketers, developers, producers
and assistants.
JOB TITLES GAME DESIGNER
1. Video Game Programmer
2. Video Game Designer
3. Creative Director
4. Programmer & Engineer
5. Lead programmer
6. Video Game Technical Directors
7. Artist & Animators
8. Game Tester
9. Sound Designers or engineers
10. Musician & composer
11. Marketing director
GRAPHIC DESIGN JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field ranged from $30,600. to
$53,310. in 2006. Graphic designers must have at least an associate’s degree or professional certificate to find work. Graphic
designers must possess a combination of skills, including creativity, technical computer and design skills, and the ability to understand
how to reach an audience. They are responsible for helping marketing departments, small business owners, large corporations,
nonprofit groups and government agencies communicate their brand or cause to a specific audience through effective design. Graphic
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designer work with a number of different media, including the Internet, print, and even digital media. They must have a working
knowledge of illustration, the appropriate computer software, typography and font creation, layout, storytelling, color, photography,
shape, spacing, light and more. Many graphic designers do freelance work to supplement their incomes. As more and more
advertising space is sold and purchased online, graphic designers need to have cutting edge web design skills too, especially if they
are freelancers or independent contractors. Graphic designers can work for a large company as an in-house professional, for a graphic
design or multimedia design firm, or as a freelancer. The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that around 25% of graphic designers
are self-employed. Graphic designers must have excellent communication and client relationship and customer management skills, as
well as the ability to understand the message a client wishes to broadcast to his or her audience. Graphic designers who have the best
jobs and retain the top clientele are always learning about new techniques, styles and media that will make their work cutting edge and
their clients’ material stand out. Graphic designers are researchers, organizers, and interpreters of information as well as makers of
visual form. They use typography and imagery to communicate. Unlike the illustrators, who use drawing, the graphic designer
communicates though words and images. Use of the computer has been totally integrated into this field.
JOB TITLES GRAPHIC DESIGN
1. Graphic designer
2. Editorial designer
3. Packaging designer
4. CD-ROM and interactive media designer
5. Electronic/ digital designer
6. Production designer
7. Designer of environmental graphic or signage
8. Film/TV. Designer
9. Exhibition designer
10. Game and three dimensional designer
11. Designer of education products
12. Information designer
ILLUSTRATION JOBS: DECLARE MCC ART DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from $30,000. to $110,000. Illustrators tell
stories or visualize concepts through drawing and painting. A well conceived illustration can help create an image for a product, draw a
reader into a text, or make a statement of its own. Careers in illustration are tremendously varied.
JOB TITLES ILLUSTRATION
1. Editorial Illustrator (drawing for newspaper and magazine articles)
2. Advertising Illustrator (drawing for printed ads)
3. Animator (drawings for animated films)
4. Children’s book illustrator
5. Computer artist
6. Book illustrator
7. Greeting card designer
8. Matte printer for movie sets
9. Technical illustrator
10. Police or courtroom illustrator
11. Cartoonist – Comic Book artist
12. Graphic Novelist
13. Architectural render/illustrator
14. Storyboard artist for films or advertising
15. Mural painter
16. Portrait painter
17. Fashion design illustrator: While fashion designers create the actual garments illustrators draw the garments
for magazines or newspaper ads or articles.
INTERIOR DESIGNER & INTEROIR DECORATION JOBS: DECLARE MCC ART DEGREE: Salaries in this field ranged from
$20,000. to $ 80,000. Interior designers must have organizational skills and business know-how, as well as great taste and artistic
ability. Interior designers create the look and feeling of interior spaces. They choose the colors furniture fabrics that make up the
personality of the space and design the fractical elements within the space to be compatible with the client’s needs and lifestyle.
JOB TITLES INTERIOR DESIGNER/ INTEROIR DECORATION
1. Interior designer for residences
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2. Interior designer for commercial retail spaces
3. Interior Designer/ decorator for homes and apartments
4. Interior designer/ decorator for business environments
5. Interior Designer/ decorator for commercial environments
MUSEUM JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from $30,000. to $ 90,000.
Archivists, curators, and museum technicians work for museums, governments, zoos, colleges and universities, corporations, and other
institutions that require experts to preserve important records and artifacts. These workers preserve important objects and documents,
including works of art, transcripts of meetings, photographs, coins and stamps, and historic objects. Archivists and curators plan and
oversee the arrangement, cataloguing, and exhibition of collections. They also maintain collections with technicians and conservators.
They acquire and preserve important documents and other valuable items for permanent storage or display. They also describe,
catalogue, and analyze, valuable objects for the benefit of researchers and the public.
JOB TITLES MUSEUM
1. Director
2. Curator
3. Educational specialist
4. Exhibit Designer
5. Research Worker
PHOTOGRAPHY JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field of the middle 50 percent of
professional photographers earns between $43,210 and $62,261. Photographers must master the technical aesthetic and
conceptual components of the medium to be successful. Photography has truly altered the course of human communication and is
now undergoing a transformation to incorporate the new digital technologies.
JOB TITLES PHOTOGRAPHY
1. Editorial Photographer for magazine article
2. Advertising photographer for print ads
3. Portrait/people photographer
4. Fashion photographer
5. Science photographer
6. Food photographer for magazines and advertising
7. Product/ catalog photographer
8. Architectural/ industrial photographer
9. Nature photographer
10. Photojournalist/ documentary photographer
11. Digital imagery or special effects designer
12. Director of photography for films
13. Photographer’s assistant/ studio manger
14. Travel and lifestyle photographer
PRODUCT DESIGN JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field range from $40,000. to
$60,000. Product designers are concerned with improving or developing the many objects we use in our daily lives –objects like
toasters, running shoes, watches lamps and computers. They address the aesthetics and function of the product, either refining
existing objects or creating entirely new ones.
JOB TITLES PRODUCT DESIGN
1. Industrial Designer
2. Consumer product designer
3. Medical product designer
4. Reronautical designer
5. Motorcycle or bicycle designer
6. Special effects designers for films
7. Toy designer
8. Entertainment designer
9. Sporting goods designer
10. Furniture and lighting designer
11. Computer equipment designer
12. Set and prop designer for films
13. Exhibit designer
14. Amusement park designer
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15. Housewares designer
WEB DESIGNER JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field ranged from $40,000 or less
to $100,000 or more. May require a bachelor's degree in a related area and 2-4 years of experience in the field or in a related area.
Designs and constructs web pages/sites including incorporating graphic user interface (GUI) features and other techniques. Maintains
and provides ongoing design of the website, promos, ad banners, seasonal content specials and custom chat launcher design for
partners. Technology is constantly evolving and new programs are created every year, web designers are always learning and picking
up new skills to increase their value in the market.
JOB TITLES WEB DESIGNER
1. User Interface Designer
2. Web Designer
3. Creative Director
4. Product Marketing Engineer
TATTOO & PERMANENT COSMETIC ARTIST - BUSINESS OWNER: DECLARE MCC ART DEGREE: Salaries in this field range
up to $50,000. Tattoo artists are skilled practitioners who design and apply decorative works of art to the skin of a client. Tattoo Art has
evolved into a modern art form once considered a symbol of rebellion or the work of a non-conventional artist. Tattoo artists use
creative and artistic skills to apply a permanent design, using needles and pigments, directly to a client's body. Clients may come to a
tattoo artist with a picture or design in mind or they may consult with the tattoo artist to create the desired image. Tattoo artists use their
artistic skills to advise clients on size, color, design and placement of their body art. Some tattoo artists specialize in certain artistic
styles, and many are able to offer clients a portfolio of work to examine. Requirements vary from state to state, but a tattoo artist may
need state or local licensure or certification, including an apprenticeship and/or background check. A professional tattoo license or
certification ensures that the tattoo artist's work is compliant with health standards for safe application of a tattoo, and that the artist is a
capable technician.
JOB TITLES TATTOO & PERMANENT COSMETIC ARTIST
1. Tattoo Artist
2. Tattoo Designer
3. Permanent Cosmetic Artist
4. Tattoo Studio owner
5. Tattoo magazine designer/photographer/editor
TRANSPORTATION DESIGN JOBS: DECLARE MCC VISUAL COMMUNICATION DEGREE: Salaries in this field ranged from
$40,000. to $120,000. Transportation design programs generally prepare designers to work in the automotive industry. Although some
designers focus on public transportation design, most concentrate on cars, trucks, or motorcycles. Designers work alongside the
engineers and create the exterior and interior looks for the vehicle. A car designer illustrates and uses computer-assisted design to
introduce models of cars to compete in the auto industry market. Car design careers include specializing in automotive design or in
designing replacement parts. Both good grades and a portfolio are important in getting into a design school where openings are usually
limited due to the many applicants applying each year and the small amount of institutions that offer the program.
JOB TITLES TRANSPORTATION DESIGN
1. Automotive and commercial vehicle designer
2. Boat, yacht, watercraft designer
3. Transportation designer for airplanes buses trains mass transit & off road vehicles
4. Motorcycle designer
5. Special effects designer for films
6. Accessory and aftermarket designer
7. Automotive product designer Model maker
8. Toy or game designer
9. Entertainment designer
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START AT MCC & SAVE $$$

FOR A DEGREE IN ART or VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS/GRAPHICS
•

•
•

GET YOUR ASSOCIATE OF ARTS (AA) DEGREE IN ART or VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS/
GRPAHICS BEFORE YOU TRANSFER TO AN EXPENSIVE ART SCHOOL OR UNIVERSITY
ALL CAREERS LISTED ABOVE BEGIN WITH THE SAME BASIC ART COURSES
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

o
o
o

BHC Contact HEIDI HECKMAN: Call 866-664-2832 or email hheckman@mohave.edu
LHC Contact ALAN HALL: Call 866-664-2832 or email ahall@mohave.edu
NCK Contact HEIDI HECKMAN: Call 866-664-2832 or email aking@mohave.edu

MCC DEGREE IN ART

TO TRANSFER TO A UNIVERSITY OR ART SCHOOL
Up to 30 studio art credits plus AA Degree core requirements
• ART 111 DESIGN I (2-dimensional design)
• ART 112 DESIGN II (3-dimensional design)
• ART 121 & 221 DRAWING I & II
• ART 223 & 243 FIGURE DRAWING I & II
• ART 125, 126, 225 & 226 PAINTING I, II, III & IV OR
• ART 128, 129, 228 & 229 WATERCOLOR I, II, III & IV
• ART 130 & 230 WORLD ART HISTORY I & II
• ART 171, 172, 271 & 272 CERAMICS I, II, III & IV OR
• ART 175 & 176 SCULPTURE I & II
• ART 151 & 256 DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY I & II

MCC DEGREE IN VISUAL COMMUNICATION - GRAPHIC DESIGN

TO TRANSFER TO A UNIVERSITY OR ART SCHOOL
Up to 30 studio art credits plus AA Degree core requirements
• COM 100 INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION
• ART 111 DESIGN I (2-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN)
• ART 112 DESIGN II (3-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN)
• ART 121 & 221 DRAWING I & II
• ART 223 & 243 FIGURE DRAWING I & II (if going into animation)
• ART 125 PAINTING I or ART 128 WATERCOLOR I
• ART 130 & 230 WORLD ART HISTORY I & II
• ART 133 HISTORY OF VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
• ART 148 COMMUNICATIONS DESIGN
• ART 171 CERAMICS I or
• ART 175 SCULPTURE I
• ART 245 COMPUTER IMAGING
• ART 256 DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY II

FREE LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL TUITION WAIVERS AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 7 CREDITS
SEE YOUR HIGH SCHOOL COUNCELOR NOW FOR THE FORMS
For students after their junior year through the summer after senior graduation
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